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To mark the 150th anniversary of the first publication of Capital (1867) De
Gruyter is offering an eBook package that for the first time provides a digital
version of the full section II of the Marx-Engels complete edition (MEGA).

This section combines Marx’s Capital in all authorized editions (including
translations) and all work and manuscripts directly associated with it, starting
with the economic manuscripts of 1857/58. As one of only 22 German works,
Capital belongs to the UNESCO Memory of the World Programme since 2013.
It’s a piece of history that every library should have.

 All versions in the original languages: The four German editions, the French
edition revised by Marx with significant changes and the English translation
revised by Engels

 More than 23,000 pages
 Digitized fully for the first time and available in searchable PDFs
 15 volumes (17 subvolumes) as well as the full edition guidelines
 All preliminary work on Capital, including the core treatise called “Theories

of Surplus Value”
 Detailed historic-critical classification: Separate apparatus volumes with a

foreword, history and provenance, an index of variants and corrections,
explanatory notes and comprehensive indexes

eBook:
List Price *€ [D] 2699.00
RRP *US$ 3199.00 / *GBP 1999.00  
PDF ISBN 978-3-11-052396-6

Date of Publication: January 2017

Language of Publication: German, French,
English

Subjects:
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Marxism 

Of interest to: Bibliotheken, Institute,
Philosophen, Politik-, Wirtschafts- und
Sozialwissenschaftler/-innen

*Prices in US$ apply to orders placed in the Americas only. Prices in GBP apply to orders placed in Great Britain only. Prices in € represent
the retail prices valid in Germany (unless otherwise indicated). Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include postage
and handling. RRP: Recommended Retail Price. Order now! orders@degruyter.com
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